Introduction
The seminal work by Gelman and Gallistel (1978) overturned the (then) Piagetian orthodoxy concerning the ontogenesis of the capacity to represent the natural numbers. Piaget (1952 Piaget ( /1941 offered his famous studies on number conservation as evidence that children do not have a concept of number until age 6 or so. He explained this putative late emergence in terms of the absence of logical abilities required to support number representations, which he argued are not achieved until the stage of concrete operations. Gelman and Gallistel (1978) replied that any child who counted could thereby represent natural number, so long as the child followed what they called the ''counting principles'' (stable order, 1-1 correspondence and the cardinal principle that the last numeral reached in a count represents the cardinal value of the enumerated set). Indeed, these three counting principles guarantee that verbal numerals represent quantities that satisfy the successor function. That is, for any set whose cardinality n is represented by a given numeral, the next numeral in the list will represent cardinality n + 1.
Since the late 1970s, Gelman and Gallistel have systematically studied the acquisition of verbal counting in childhood as a window onto the ontogenetic sources of 
